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In A Closed Eye, Anita Brookner explores, with compassionate perception and stylistic
brilliance, the self-inflicted paradoxes within the lifetime of Harriet Lytton, a lady whose powers
of submissiveness and self-denial are all of sudden proven by means of the dizzying prospect of
sexual awakening.In Harriers gallant fight with the one nice temptation that comes her way,
Brookner creates a hauntingly wrong heroine and a research within the evasions and
disappointments that make up all our lives.
This novel is all approximately loneliness, can we ever really connect to someone else? a
number of issues of view are explored all through however the author is expert adequate to
make the transitions seemless.From the outset, via a letter written,we comprehend tragedy
happens and the unconventional circles again to the letter, after various flashbacks, on the
end.There are a few A Closed Eye astute observations alongside the way:"Privately she
puzzled if all girls have been disappointed, and concluded that this used to be most likely the
case yet used to be by no means admitted."Reflecting on her ever younger father, the most
character, Harriet, reflects:"It used to be his maximum gift, she thought, his personal early life
had by no means decayed, long past sour, abandoned him."And my absolute favorite of all,
from Immy, Harriet's distant and calculating daughter:"She herself had not anything yet pity for
marriage, seeing it as one of those willed imbecility, extra indecent, in its sacrificial aspects,
than any quantity of concubinage."Recommend.
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